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Details of Visit:

Author: ChrisTongue
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 19 Dec 2013 12:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.asianoptions.co.uk
Phone: 07516118440
Phone: 07780803807

The Premises:

Smart place, kept very clean. Bedroom reasonably specious, with mirrors. Shower cubicle fits two.

The Lady:

Thai lady, looks about 30, long dark hair. Luscious soft boobs are the main attraction. Facially I
would say pleasantly acceptable rather than pretty. Nice silky skin. Clearly the girl in the photos, as
always with this agency.

The Story:

Carmen had come in for some vindictive slagging on the discussion forum, which got my back up a
bit, so I resolved to give the girl a chance to show me what she can come up with.

Mixed results on that. She got me a drink, gave me quite an entertaining assisted shower, then
asked me to lie on the bed - not my preferred way of kicking off a fun session, so I requested RO
instead. A genuine moist, if not wildly joyous performance with that. Then she got back to the lie-
back-and-let-me-blow routine, which didn't show a lot of oral talent but at least got me standing to
attention. I requested a bout of anal, which was accepted readily, so we got rubbered and lubed up,
and she took it fairly well in several positions, if mostly immobile, while I enjoyed her very
squeezable chest.

After that, Carmen got down to some pretty weak OWO, in effect a handjob with a bit of added lip
work. When I said I wanted to go for a CiM finish, she was having none of that, and wanted me to
splash the mammaries instead. We compromised on a sort of poor man's facial, where I was
supposed to jizz her jawbone while she looked the other way. Then mopping up, followed by a
decent enough massage.

Apart from the CiM disappointment, the thing that struck me was the absence of the usual cheerful
welcoming manner I enjoy with most other Thai girls. Carmen did flash a pretty smile once or twice
but mostly made it glumly obvious that my visit was just a chore for her. So although I got my
semen extracted, I couldn't call that a joyful hour.

Bored-looking CiM-dodgers never get a second visit from me. But if your preferred highlight is CoB
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on an impressive bust, she might just pass muster.
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